


You have to decide which of the following set of statement indicate 
that conclusion is logically follow .  
Q.1. Conclusion: I.  Some circle are square

II. Some circle are not triangle
Statement: 1. Some circle are rectangle, Some rectangle are 

triangle, Some square are circle.
2. All square are chart, All chart are circle, Some 

circle are triangle.
3. All triangle are plate, No square is triangle, All 

square are circle.
4. All triangle are circle, Some circle are square, 

No Mat is circle.
5. None of the above. Ans. 3



You have to decide which of the following set of statement indicate 
that conclusion is logically follow .  
Q.2. Conclusion: I.  Some game can be circle

II. Some circle can be rectangle
Statement: 1. Some game are rectangle, Some rectangle are 

circle, All rectangle are square.
2. Some square are circle, Some circle are game, 

Some game are rectangle.
3. Some game are square, Some rectangle are 

game, Some square are circle.
4. All circle are game, All game are rectangle.
5. None of the above.

Ans. 3



You have to decide which of the following set of statement indicate that 
conclusion is logically follow .  
Q.3. Conclusion: I. No love is Hate .

II. Some Hate are Care.
Statement: 1. All care are affection. Some affection are love. 

Some love are hate. All hates are pamper.
2. Some love are pamper. Some pamper are 

affection. All affections are Hates. Some affections 
are Care.

3. All love are pamper. Some pamper are affection. 
Some affections are Hates. All affections are Care.

4. All Care are Hates. Some Hates are affection. 
All hates are pamper. Some pamper are love

5. All Care are Hates. Some Hates are affection. 
All hates are pamper. No pamper is love

Ans. 5



You have to decide which of the following set of statement indicate that 
conclusion is logically follow .  
Q.4. Conclusion: I. At least some transformer are rectifier. 

II. All transformer being A.C is a possibility.
Statement: 1. Some rectifier are A.C. Some A.C are transformer. 

All trasformer are  indicator .
2. Some A.C are rectifier. Some rectifier are 

transformer. All transformer are indicator.
3. Some A.C are rectifier. Some rectifier are 

trasformer. All transformer are indicator. No 
Indicator is AC.

4. Some transformer are A.C. Some A.C are 
indicator. Some indicator are Rectifier.

5. All Rectifier are A.C. No A.C are indicator. All 
indicator are Rectifier . Ans. 2



You have to decide which of the following set of statement indicate that 
conclusion is logically follow .  
Q.5.Conclusion: I. Some transistor are Bipolar. 

II. No Inverter is an electrons.
Statement: 1. All Inverters are Bipolar. Some Inverters are 

transistor. Some Bipolar are electrons.
2. All Inverters are Bipolar. Some Inverters are 

transistor. No Transistor is an electrons.
3. All Inverters are Bipolar. Some Inverters are 

transistor. No Bipolar is an electrons.
4. Some Inverters are Bipolar. Some Inverters are 

transistor. No Bipolar is an electrons.
5. All Inverters are Bipolar. All Inverters are 

transistor. All Bipolar is an electrons. Ans. 3



Q.6. Conc:  I.  No key is mat. II. Some glares are bottles.
Stat:  1. Some mats are glares. No glare is bottle. Some bottles are 

keys. All keys are hats.
2. Some glares are mats. All mats are bottles. Some bottles are keys. 

All keys are hats.
3. All bottles are glares. Some glares are keys. No bottle is hat. Some 

hats are mats.
4. Some glares are mats. All mats are bottles. No bottle is key. All 

keys are hats.
5. NOT

Ans. 4



Q.7. Conc: I. No water is air. II. Some chairs are rings.
Stat:  1. All rings are waters. Some waters are cars. No car is chair. 

Some chairs are air.
2. Some cars are waters. No water is ring. All air are rings. Some air 

are chairs.
3. Some rings are waters. Some waters are cars. Some cars are chairs. 

Some chairs are air.
4. All waters are rings. No water is car. All cars are chairs. Some chairs 

are air.
5. NOT

Ans. 2



Q.8. Conc: I.  No sphere is bad. II. Some bad are machines.
Stat:1. All machines are globes. Some globes are bad. No bad is 

rubbish. All rubbish are spheres.
2. All globes are machines. Some machines are bad. Some bad are 

rubbish. All spheres are rubbish.
3. Some globes are machines. Some machines are bad. Some bad are 

spheres. Some spheres are rubbish.
4. All globes are machines. Some globes are bad. All spheres are 

rubbish. No bad is rubbish.
5. NOT

Ans. 4



Q.9. Con: I. No care is arts.   II. Some arts are music.
Stat:
1. No system is art.All music are arts.No arts is joy.All care are joys.
2. Some music are arts.No art is system.Some systems are joys.Some
joys are care.
3. Some music are systems.No system is arts.No art is joy.Some joys are 
care.
4. Some music are systems.No system is arts.No art is joy.All care are 
joys.
5. NOT

Ans. 1



Q.10.Conc: I. Some red are pink. II. Some fruits are colours.
Stat:1. All apples are colours.No colour is fruit.No fruit is pink.Some
pink are red.
2. No apple is colour.All colours are fruits.Some fruits are pink.All
pink are red.
3. Some colours are apples.Some apples are fruits.No fruit is pink.All
red are pink.
4. Some fruits are apples.No apple is colour.Some colours are 
red.Some colours are pink.
5. NOT

Ans. 2


